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About Fife Centre for Equalities 
 

Working with partners and communities to make Fife a 
fair, equal and inclusive place to live, work and study. 

 

Fife Centre for Equalities (FCE), funded by Fife Council, started in 2014 with the vision to 

inspire and enable everyone we work with to take action that makes Fife a more equal, 

fairer place to live, work and study. 

 

FCE’s mission is to develop a harmonised approach to build a collective voice to champion 

equality, diversity, inclusion and social justice. 

 

Our values are to work with honesty, integrity, respect and transparency, and strive to 

demonstrate a fully inclusive approach in everything we do. We want everyone we work 

with to share these values in the belief that they will help make Fife a fairer and more equal 

place. 

 

We are a local information and resource centre that helps organisations and businesses 
with:  

• Building skills and confidence in managing equality issues.  
• Creating innovative inclusive practices.  
• Unlocking untapped talents.  
• Improving reachability and responsiveness to service users and customers.  

  
We also support individuals and communities with:  

• Dismantling societal and structural barriers.  
• Strengthening self-confidence to be themselves.  
• Building a universal voice to champion equality, diversity, inclusion, and social 

justice.  
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Fife Centre for Equalities can be contacted at:  

 

 

Fife Centre for Equalities is a Company Limited by Guarantee registered in Scotland 

No.536028 and a registered Scottish Charity No.SC046683 

  

Address New Volunteer House, 16 East Fergus Place, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1XT 

Phone 01592 645310 

Text 07800 005834 

Email info@centreforequalites.org.uk 

Website https://centreforequalities.org.uk/ 

Equality 
Pathfinders 
Signup 

https://form.jotformeu.com/72601907796364  

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/fifecentreforequalities 

Diversity 
Week Fife 

https://www.facebook.com/DiversityWeekFife 

Equality 
Collective 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/EqualityCollective 

Fife 
Women’s 
Tent 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/FifeWomenTent 

Twitter https://twitter.com/FCE_team 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/fife-centre-for-equalities/ 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIdUrC0S22DhNJo5fKMaLFg/featured 

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/fife_centre_for_equalities/ 

Mailchimp http://bit.ly/signupfce 

mailto:info@centreforequalites.org.uk
https://centreforequalities.org.uk/
https://form.jotformeu.com/72601907796364
https://www.facebook.com/fifecentreforequalities
https://www.facebook.com/DiversityWeekFife
https://www.facebook.com/groups/EqualityCollective
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FifeWomenTent
https://twitter.com/FCE_team
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fife-centre-for-equalities/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIdUrC0S22DhNJo5fKMaLFg/featured
https://www.instagram.com/fife_centre_for_equalities/
http://bit.ly/signupfce
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Executive Summary 
 

1. Many minority ethnic groups suffer multiple inequalities, often resulting in them being 
seen as ‘hard to reach’ or ‘easy to ignore’ groups. Prompted by the gaps identified in 
our Covid early relief work, with funding from the National Lottery Community Fund 
and Fife Voluntary Action, Fife Centre for Equalities carried out a project to find out 
more about the complex needs of minority ethnic older people in Fife.  

 
2. The Minority Ethnic 60+ People Project (ME60+ Project) relied on the work of three 

multilingual Operational Assistants to conduct needs assessments, provide support, 
gather data and link individuals with public services.  Participants also received 
digital support packages and benefited from FCE’s ‘Go out with Friends’ and ‘Festive 
Kindness’ schemes.  

 
3. The overall aims of the project are to build better links with minority ethnic people 

over the age of sixty, support individuals and share the findings with relevant 
agencies.  

 
4. The team had a flexible and informal approach because of the frequently changing 

Covid restrictions.  The workload was shared between all three assistants depending 
on priorities.  Engaging with and supporting participants varied according to their 
needs.  

 
5. 133 minority ethnic Fife residents over the age of sixty took part in the project.  The 

majority were women from Chinese and Pakistani communities residing in larger 
towns.  Men from the Pakistani community were more reluctant to use assistance. 
46% of participants live in Kirkcaldy, 24% live in Dunfermline and 17% live in 
Glenrothes.  

 
6. Engaging with minority ethnic groups was challenging for a variety of reasons 

including the lack of information about where minority ethnic groups meet, gaining 
trust, inability to meet in person, financial inability of established groups to maintain 
data basis and finding appropriate means of communication.  

 
7. The temporary lessening of restrictions allowed meetings with community groups 

such as Fife Chinese Older People Association and local mosques.  Other methods 
of engaging included emailing local organisations, posting on social media, 
appearing in newsletters and the local press.  

 
8. Engagement itself uncovered several inequalities minority ethnic older people suffer 

from. We found that participants had limited access to online information and 
translated information, had a lack of literacy skills, found information leaflets overly 
complex, and some participants had only basic phones to rely on.  

 
9. Gaining trust was an important issue the team had to overcome. Lack of previous 

similar services made people reluctant to engage with the workers initially. Engaging 
people informally proved more effective, especially in the Chinese community. 
Engaging with Eastern Europeans over the age of 60 was one of the biggest 
challenges. Despite wide promotion, we found some evidence to suggest Eastern 
European people in Fife are mostly of working age. 
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10. Understanding barriers was key to supporting participants. The team provided 

support as barriers were encountered, acting as link workers between participants, 
public services and partner organisations. Participants received 109 cultural food 
parcels, 17 digital devices and benefited from FCE’s Go out with Friends and Festive 
Kindness schemes. Participants also received support accessing public services, 
translated information regarding Covid, befriending, technical support, and one-to-
one support. In providing that support, the team identified several barriers: lack of 
language skills, inaccessibility to services, accessibility of interpretation services, 
lack of cultural awareness, lack of trust, digital exclusion and lack of technical skills, 
lack of minority ethnic befrienders, etc.  

 
11. FCE has already been successful in sharing findings with public services. Feedback 

from participants regarding Covid related information suggested there were gaps in 
reaching minority ethnic older people, which also contributed to the spread of 
misinformation. Working with partners in Fife, we supported them in creating and 
sharing important messages that were plain, accessible, and helpful to participants.   

 
12. Based on the findings, the report recommends: the continuation of the project, 

sharing the findings with agencies, establishing the project as the main link between 
providers and communities, extending of partnerships with local organisations, the 
recruitment of volunteers from minority ethnic groups, encouraging the donation of 
culturally appropriate ingredients to food banks, establishing referral systems with 
essential public services and providing support for participants interested in 
volunteering. 
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Introduction 
 

It is easy to understand why minority ethnic groups are more likely to say they did not have 

enough support during times of crisis.  (Impact of COVID-19 on Equality Groups, Scot Gov, 

Communities Analysis Division – October 2020).  There is also evidence that suggests 

those facing inequalities, sometimes multiple inequalities, are often classified as ‘hard to 

reach’ because of the complexities of their situations which create multiple challenges for 

those trying to engage and support groups with protected characteristics. 

(http://whatworksscotland.ac.uk/publications/hard-to-reach-or-easy-to-ignore-promoting-

equality-in-community-engagement-evidence-review/) 

Fife Centre for Equalities (FCE) believes that those groups that are classified as ‘hard to 

reach’ are in fact ‘easy to ignore’, because of the complexities of their situations and we 

need to learn more about our diverse communities and adapt our ways of working to 

engage and support, in this case, older minority ethnic communities.  

This we learned through our COVID-19 relief work, in Fife, as we focussed our efforts on 

contacting and supporting people with protected characteristics and individuals who have 

significant barriers to accessing mainstream services and support.  We found that there 

were a lot of ‘unknowns’ about the challenges faced by older minority ethnic communities in 

Fife as we tried to engage and support them during the COVID crisis.   

We did find that there was a lack of co-ordinated approach to reach minority ethnic 

communities in Fife.  Individuals who needed information and support mainly relied on 

volunteers’ good will.  We realised that there was little knowledge about different cultures 

and their needs, and we encountered various communication barriers when sharing up-to-

date information, encouraging people to access mainstream services, and understanding 

how to access advice and support. 

At the start of the pandemic, we did not have any documented information about the needs 

of the minority ethnic older people living in Fife.  The Covid-19 crisis has exposed even 

more about the limited knowledge of how minority ethnic older people stay up to date with 

advice and information, and how they access services such as food banks, benefits, health, 

energy advice and so on.   

Hence, we felt it was important for an organisation like FCE to test out the types of 

approach and skills required to reach minority ethnic older people.  By doing so, we will be 

able to share our learning with other organisations about dietary and cultural needs of these 

communities; more importantly, how to support and reach those most vulnerable and at-risk 

individuals. 

We are thankful that the National Lottery Community Fund provided the necessary funds for 

us to initiate this learning journey.  We are equally thankful that Fife Voluntary Action 

provided the funds for us to help minority ethnic older people to be digitally included.  

http://whatworksscotland.ac.uk/publications/hard-to-reach-or-easy-to-ignore-promoting-equality-in-community-engagement-evidence-review/
http://whatworksscotland.ac.uk/publications/hard-to-reach-or-easy-to-ignore-promoting-equality-in-community-engagement-evidence-review/
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The Project 
 

Fife Centre for Equalities (FCE) believes that those groups that are classified as ‘hard to 

reach’ are in fact ‘easy to ignore’ and we realise that because of the complexities of their 

situations we need to learn more about our diverse communities and adapt our ways of 

working to engage and support, in this case, older minority ethnic communities in Fife.  

Because of this and our experiences, we knew that we needed to learn a lot more and start 

to fill in those gaps in knowledge. This led to the development of a six-month project, 

Minority Ethnic Older People Project (ME60+ Project), funded by the National Lottery 

Community Fund. 

In July 2020, with funding from the National Lottery Community Fund, we set up the ME60+ 

Project and employed three part-time Operational Assistants.  

As this was to be a project that needed to be able to connect and learn about different older 

minority ethnic communities in Fife, we recruited three dedicated multilingual workers with 

the added provision to include extra interpreting/translation support for languages the team 

were unable to accommodate.   

Furthermore, with financial support from Fife Voluntary Action we were able to provide 

digital devices. Participants who signed up to the project were also eligible to benefit from 

the two schemes to help make life a little better during lockdown that FCE ran in September 

(Go out with Friends) and December (Festive Kindness).  

The main responsibilities of the team were to engage with individuals aged 60+ 

from minority ethnic communities across Fife to: 

• undertake individual needs assessments,  

• act as link workers, 

• provide person centred support, including, culturally appropriate food parcels, 

• assist with accessing services such as health, social care, food banks, housing and 

energy advice, employment support, benefits advice, etc,  

• share up-to-date information and advice on COVID-19,  

• provide information about individual’s rights under the Equality Act 2010,  

• assist with reporting any incidents, experienced or witnessed, because of belonging 

to a minority ethnic group and befriending support.   

 

NOTE: It was important that the team did not work in a way that created “silos” between 

minority ethnic communities, the workload was shared between all three assistants and they 

were able to draw on the wealth of experience and knowledge of FCE colleagues.  

Language skills and cultural knowledge were used as necessary.  The majority of tasks, 

such as information gathering, promotion and support work was shared between the team. 
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Aims  
 

The overall aim of the project was to build better links with minority ethnic older people in 

Fife by engaging with individuals and providing support to help us understand and address 

the barriers faced by these communities.  

We would then use our learning to help us to advise agencies about the types of approach 

and barriers they needed to understand to enable better engagement and outcomes for 

minority ethnic 60+ communities in Fife.   

To take a hands-on approach to learning by engaging and supporting older ethnic minority 

communities in Fife, adapting the way we work to be able to understand and address the 

barriers faced by these communities.  

 

Objectives 
 

➢ Build better links with minority ethnic older people in Fife. 

➢ Create an internal database for contacting older people including their preference of 

communication. 

➢ Conduct basic needs assessment of each minority ethnic older person.  

➢ Make referrals to appropriate agencies. 

➢ Support the co-ordination of COVID-19 relief work. 

➢ Provide befriending support for isolated individuals. 

➢ Collate a report to document the support provided and make recommendations for 

future work with minority ethnic older people in Fife. 

 

Our Approach  
 

FCE believes that 60+ minority ethnic groups are ‘easy to ignore’ and that meant we 

needed to change our approach and practices as and when required.  To learn this, we 

began promoting the project using more traditional methods of engagement to test how 

effective they were, but we had already agreed that we would adopt a hands-on, open, 

informal, and flexible approach, where we would learn and adapt as the project evolved.  

Our open, flexible, and informal approach made a big difference and as COVID restrictions 

changed frequently we had the ability to adapt in response to ever-changing circumstances. 

The team adopted a collaborative approach, based on skills.  The workload on many cases 

was shared between all three assistants.  Language skills were used as necessary, but 

many tasks, such as information gathering and promotion, were undertaken together.  In 

many situations the assistants worked together with the team leader and other colleagues, 

using the wealth of resources and experience within FCE. 
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Engagement and support for participants in the project was undertaken in a myriad of ways 

as we understood that to learn properly, we needed to be flexible, creative, adaptable, and 

approachable.  We worked and sought advice and support from local statutory and 

voluntary organisations as and when required.  We met with established groups, some face 

to face and others virtually as COVID-19 restrictions changed and we personally made sure 

contact with participants was maintained on a weekly basis. 

 

The Team 
 

Pat Greehough, Operational Officer (Team Leader) 

Damian Hoggan-Radu, Operational Assistant 

Ruby Ng, Operational Assistant (till October 2020) 

Saira Chaudhry, Operational Assistant 

Yi Mei Tang, Operational Assistant (from November 2020) 

 

Participants 
 

The project was open to any 60+ from minority ethnic communities from all areas of Fife. 

This resulted in 133 participants signing up to the project with the largest numbers resident 

in the larger towns, with the majority coming from the Chinese and Pakistani communities. 

We also found that most participants were females, but the gender split was larger in the 

Pakistani community, with 46 women and only 12 men in comparison to the Chinese 

community, with 27 men and 38 women. 

 

133 participants 

signed up to the 

project, approximately 

48% identified as 

Chinese, 41% 

Pakistani, 5% 

European, 1.75% 

Gypsy Traveller, 

1.5% Syrian, 1.5% 

Indian, 

0.75% Bangladeshi, 

0.75% Mixed 

British/Chinese.   
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67% females and 33% males registered for the project.  We found men were more reluctant 

to ask for help or get involved, especially in the Pakistani community as they did not see 

themselves in need of support. 

This suggests women are more likely to seek support than men. But, what we do know is 

that engagement with men from the Pakistani community requires more work in this type of 

project, as men who were offered support often refused it as they saw it as their job to be a 

support for others in the community. 

 

 

 

Although we targeted all 7 areas in Fife, we found that the majority of participants lived in 

the larger towns, with most registrations from Kirkcaldy 46%, followed by the City of 

Dunfermline 24% and Glenrothes 17%, South West of Fife including Cowdenbeath at 6%, 

North East and Levenmouth at 2%, with 5% stating Other. 
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Findings 

 

Engaging with Minority Ethnic Communities in Fife 

 

Engaging minority ethnic groups proved challenging for a variety of reasons, 

including identifying where minority ethnic groups met; understanding the most 

appropriate ways to communicate with people; how we gain trust with communities 

when we cannot meet them face-to-face; or where older people from minority ethnic 

communities get their information, advice or support; and, of course, the ever-

changing circumstances brought about by the pandemic as most face-to-face and 

group activities stopped. 

We did our research using local search facilities such as On Your Doorstep Fife 

(https://www.onyourdoorstepfife.org/) to find other minority ethnic groups in Fife but this 

yielded little, for those 60+.  We knew that Fife has two minority ethnic older people lunch 

clubs that are funded by Health and Social Care.  Their funds are limited, and the groups 

normally meet once or twice a month.  They do not have resources, capacity, and skills to 

maintain contacts with members outwith lunch-club activities.  Furthermore, the only other 

situations where older people were likely to come together were by attending places of 

worship or structured activities, such as ESOL classes. 

 

Connecting with Minority Ethnic 60+ Communities 
 

Before full lockdown restrictions came into effect the team did manage to meet with a few 

key community members in both the Chinese and Muslim Communities in Fife.  The team 

held meetings with representatives from Fife Chinese Older Peoples Association, Fife 

Chinese Community Association and Kirkcaldy Mosque.  The aim of these meetings was to 

promote the project and work in partnership to cascade the information about our project to 

the minority ethnic communities through people known and trusted within their community.  

 

 

https://www.onyourdoorstepfife.org/
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We also used other traditional methods and 

developed posters and literature in different 

languages, cascading the information through our 

Newsletters, Social Media, Local Press, emails to 255 

local organisations in Fife, asking them to cascade the 

information into local communities and encouraging 

them to refer individuals in need of support to us.  

We found these methods ineffective, and the 

messages did not seem to reach the communities we 

were trying to reach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What we learned 
 

• Older minority ethnic participants do not access information online.  

• Some have little or no literacy skills. 

• Translated documents can be hard to find.  In many cases, you have to read in 

English to get to the translated version. 

• Information leaflets are too wordy, contain acronyms or not in plain language. 

• Many 60+ use mobile phones only to stay in contact with family and friends. 

• A few participants only have landlines or basic mobile phones. 

Note: Any translated document or message we sent out, we always included the English 

translation so anyone supporting participants could clearly see the messages we 

were sharing.   

We found the best method for communicating with participants was through direct individual 

contact.  As we encountered a lack of trust from some participants and the use of 

individuals who were trusted by minority ethnic communities to help us promote the project, 

these could also create barriers. 
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Preferred method of contact 
 

The use of WhatsApp and 

text was by far the most 

popular method of contact. 

The Majority used 

WhatsApp because of the 

option to video-call, which 

helps those with little or no 

literacy skills. 

 

WhatsApp     76   

Text     51   

In Person      16   

Through a named contact      7   

Email      3  

 

Trust is a crucial factor and individuals had a variety of reasons for not trusting 

professionals they have not encountered before. People were concerned about the safety 

of their information, worried about being scammed, reluctant to engage with services or 

share personal information.  

Past experiences of individuals were also a common factor. We had one participant who 

would refuse any support because when he previously used a translator, he felt the 

translator gossiped about him to others in the community. Similarly, some people would not 

answer their phones to numbers they did not recognise, even though we had arranged the 

call from an agency that we made a referral to on their behalf. 

Our approach to engagement proved to be a significant factor in gaining trust and recruiting 

participants. 

It took over 2 weeks and the use of personal contacts to engage with the Pakistani 

community as the worker was met with many comments saying, “Is this a scam because it’s 

too good to be true and this type of project never happened in Fife” or “These types of 

projects do the promotional work get details but never provide further help” and people 

were also worried; in case their personal information would be disclosed to other 

organisations.  
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“I still could not manage to find any connection with community, it was the hardest 

challenge as there are no existing organisations to support 60+ Pakistani community in Fife.  

People do not share information if they do not know you personally. I contacted another 

friend who lives in Livingston and has big circle of family and friends in Fife. Through my 

friend, I manage to get a contact number of one of her close friends, this was when I started 

to make contacts within the community.”  

Saira, Operational Assistant 

 

We found that the Chinese community engaged with us in a more open way; but that was 

more to do with the fact we were able to meet with some key individuals from the 

community, and that FCE as an organisation had worked with lunch club and the Fife 

Chinese Older People’s Association in the past. 

The reliance on individuals who became the gateway into the community can also create its 

own barrier.  We discovered that the individuals who were respected by the communities 

and assisted us to cascade information about different aspects of the project, were only 

sharing information with people in the community they thought needed it.  

 

NOTE: We encountered what we call information blockers on several occasions when 

engaging and supporting older minority ethnic communities.  They ranged from prominent 

members in the community, families and sometimes organisations.  

 

We also found that the way in which a worker communicated with individuals made a huge 

difference.  A good example of this was when one of the team, who was engaging with the 

Chinese adopted the “one size fits all approach” when providing advice and information.  

The tone was formal and delivered more like a lecture than a conversation.  We did not 

realise this was putting people off from being involved in the project, until a staff change. 

The new worker adopted the approach we had agreed from the outset of the project and 

made direct contact with individuals, adopting a more relaxed and personable approach.  

This approach worked well as the numbers of people from the Chinese community signing 

up to the project almost doubled. 

Engaging with some minority ethnic communities proved even more challenging.  We 

employed three multilingual Operational Assistants for the project and promoted that we 

would provide translation support for language we could not accommodate within the team.  

One of the biggest challenges was to engage with Eastern European communities who 

were 60+.  We promoted through ESOL classes and used a variety of engagement 

methods outlined previously in this report.  We did find Facebook a popular platform for 

Eastern Europeans of many ages with a group of Romanians based in Dunfermline, 

and others based in Fife with Polish and Bulgarian members.  There was some reluctance 

from the group administrators to approve our posts within the groups.  The 

worker contacted the administrators personally to explain the project and the support we 
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can provide.  After that we were successful in sharing posts in the Romanian group and the 

Polish group, however, not as successful for the Bulgarian group.   

We are uncertain why engagement with Eastern European communities proved so 

challenging, but we do need to consider the age of individuals, resident in Fife, from these 

communities.   

Fife Migrants Forum is a local organisation that supports new migrant communities with 

various needs including EU settlement, employability support, information and advice 

regarding benefits, housing etc.  They advised us that their clients tend to be of the working 

age and they predominantly support younger members of minority ethnic communities. 

 

What we learned  
 

• Informal communication in a friendly manner builds trust. 

• Keeping in regular contact helps develop relationships. 

• Having the right approach and tone engages people and builds trust, encourages 

open honest dialogue.  

• A more personal approach was required. 

• Using the preferred method of communication of everyone helped a lot in gaining 

trust and getting people involved in the project. 

• Most participants preferred contact via mobile phone with WhatsApp or text, being 

the most preferred method of contact, because it meant people could leave short 

voice messages to each other, and those who had little, or no literacy skills, were not 

excluded.  

• A few participants, who used a landline only (and it was important that the team 

called those who were digitally excluded to maintain support as these individuals 

were more isolated than others. 

• The team kept regular contact with their clients, at least once a week, just to let them 

know they are available, and kept them up to date with relevant information. This has 

proved very successful in maintaining relationships and has resulted in new clients 

signing up to the project for support. 

• Word of mouth and personal contact proved the most effective way to engage with 

communities and having the ability to communicate in the relevant language and 

being part of a minority ethnic community helped a lot when engaging with 

individuals. 

• Understanding the individual’s communication preferences works well and having a 

“toolkit” of communication methods that gives out plain, direct, short, and relevant 

messages is most effective. 

• When sharing information in different languages, always incorporate the English 

translation.  That way, family members, friends, support workers etc, can help 

reinforce the messages you are relaying, as there is a shared understanding of 

messages you are trying to get across. 

• Everyone is different, and having fixed ideas about certain minority ethnic 

communities and imposing your views about what they need, creates barriers. 
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• Getting into the heart of the community and introducing yourself in person or in this 

case over the phone, text or WhatsApp is far more effective than sharing posters, 

distributing leaflets or expecting people to go online to find out about your work. 

• Working with people “trusted” within minority ethnic communities has benefits when 

starting to engage, but we need to be aware of personal views of individuals, as it 

can lead to information blockers, which can exclude others. 

• Service providers and groups in Fife would benefit from support to engage with 

minority ethnic communities and having a multilingual team to act as link workers 

would reduce barriers. 
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Support 60+ Minority Ethnic Communities 
 

Supporting people in a more inclusive way means you need to understand the 

barriers individuals face.  For Minority Ethnic Older People in Fife the team 

supported them as they encountered multiple barriers including, language, lack of 

cultural knowledge, previous experiences, accessibility, lack of trust, staff attitudes, 

fixed thoughts, digital exclusion, and unmet needs. 

All the barriers we encountered interlink, and this shaped the activities of the team. As they 

engaged and gained the trust of participants, their main role became to act as link workers 

who would interpret information, make or change appointments, complete forms, organise 

assessments, refer to appropriate agencies, organise or provide translation support and 

keep people up to date with vital information about COVID 19, vaccines and changes to 

accessing service.  

As part of the funding from National Lottery Community Fund, we offered culturally 

appropriate food parcels and befriending.  With the additional funding from Fife Voluntary 

Action, we were able to provide digital devices and a few incentive schemes ran by Fife 

Centre for Equalities which were open to any service users of the organisation’s initiatives, 

Fife Women’s Tent, Equality Collective, Different Paths Project and the ME60+ Project.  

The schemes offered £20 to individuals to use to treat themselves, family, or friends to 

bring a bit of cheerfulness during lockdown and the team promoted the schemes among 

participants and supported people to apply for them.  

Where possible we supported individuals to access mainstream support and local service 

provision.  This was a very important part of our activity as the team acted as link workers 

to reduce barriers people encountered, and identify unmet need. 

 

Main types of support accessed 
 

Most accessed support 

were Culturally 

appropriate food parcels 

109, Accessible advice 

and information 103, 

FCE Festive Kindness 

Scheme 89, FCE Go 

Out 

Scheme 51, Translation 

support 51, Digital 

devices 17, Referrals to 

external agencies 13, 

One-to-one 8 and 

Befriending requests 8. 
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As demonstrated by the table above, apart from culturally appropriate food parcels, many 

requests had to do with information and advice and translation support.  Most of the advice 

and information that participants requested were usually found online and/or needed to be 

made more accessible. 

Providing hands-on support for people, gave us the most valuable lessons and 

understanding the barriers and challenges individuals encountered. It allowed us to 

understand the barriers people faced and identify areas of unmet needs. 

 

Challenges and barriers 
 

There were a variety of factors that made getting information, advice and support 

particularly difficult.  We found that the participants of the project were less likely to go 

online to get information, advice, or access support.  We know that there are language 

barriers faced by individuals, from having little or no spoken English or being able to read 

English to access translated materials to having to have appointments delayed while 

service providers organised a translator.  

 

Language 

 

The language barriers made it difficult for people to know or access services, including 

applying for benefits or getting an assessment.  

Many service providers did provide translation support, but we encountered important 

issues that impacted on individuals, for example, anyone who required translation support 

had their assessments or appointments delayed while a translator was being organised and 

that some of the comments made when translation support was requested put people off 

from getting support. 

Mrs S who was put off accessing an advice service as she was informed that they did 

not have a budget for hiring interpreters and it would take time to sort one out. 

The need for translation emerged as one of the main themes throughout the project.  We 

found that there was an acute lack of translated information for minority ethnic older people 

or there were barriers to accessing translated documents. The team received requests for 

translated information for a range of topics including transport, updates on COVID-19 

restrictions, about COVID-19 vaccines, the furlough scheme, housing, benefits, befriending 

services, and others.  

Many organisations had up to date information regarding COVID 19. Although you 

can access translated versions, it says ‘This is available in the following languages 

and formats from here’, and then the languages you could have them translated into 

were named in English only. 

http://www.healthscotland.com/documents/37397.aspx?fbclid=IwAR08TX6PBaHWOmjkPV0PWMD1JjRGHLwYThkwT0gNYOKHX_qhx4GXCd6iBhs
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This has led to the team contacting appropriate service providers for accurate up to date 

information and sharing it with participants through short, translated messages, via text, 

WhatsApp, phone calls and video chat. 

 

Accessibility 

 

The way services are designed and delivered in Fife, accessibility is something that needs 

to be reconsidered.  

Mr F who has been looking for a benefits assessment, his appointment was delayed 

by 3 weeks, while they were organising an interpreter.  When the service provider 

tried to call Mr F to carry out the assessment, he would not answer his phone 

because he did not recognise the number. 

We referred Mrs T to an advice and support agency in Fife.  The worker referring the 

individual felt that the organisation was reluctant to provide interpreting, and when 

they did, the appointment was moved a few weeks into the future and the person was 

given a 15-minute interview that was not long enough to obtain all the necessary 

information. 

We found that there was an acute lack of accessible translated information about services 

and support for people.  Most of the information about services is online and many of our 

participants did not go online to find information and some individuals had little or no literacy 

skills. But those that did, found they could not access the translated information they were 

looking for. 

We found that while many participants lacked the knowledge about what services or 

opportunities were available, with a little support and information, the participants were 

happy to access services. 

For some minority ethnic older people, although they are fluent in English, they lack the 

networks where they could seek information and how to go about getting advice. This led to 

challenges and misinformation. 

As demonstrated in our learning through our engagement activity, that most of our 

participants did not access online information and some individuals had little or no literacy 

skills, but those that did, found they could not access the translated information they were 

looking for. 

To ameliorate this problem, the team provided one-to-one support for members, translating, 

and delivering the information in ways that was accessible to individuals, for example 

through text or WhatsApp or one to one phone calls. 
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Lack of cultural awareness 

 

When referring or supporting people to access mainstream support we encountered 

barriers that demonstrated a lack of cultural awareness.  For example, after delivering 109 

culturally appropriate food parcels we realised that not only the food types were important, 

but the brands of food were just as important to our participants.  

Mr C is Chinese and informed us that he needed basic food items. We referred him to 

the foodbank in Glenrothes, who supplied him with basic items such as, milk, coffee, 

tea, sugar, butter, fresh fruit, vegetables, bread, tinned soup, tinned corn beef, and 

some toiletries.   

Mr C also received a culturally appropriate food parcel supplied by FCE.  After 

chatting with Mr C to see how he got on with the provision of food from the food 

bank, and the culturally appropriate food parcel from FCE, he said that the 

provisions from food bank was not suitable for him because he could not get the 

food he normally eats and he wasted most of the food and used none of the 

toiletries, but he had used all the culturally appropriate food parcel from FCE project.  

 

We also have another example where staff think they are being considerate but the lack of 

cultural awareness and presumption about a minority ethnic community could have led to a 

long delay in getting support. 

Mrs B, an 85-year-old Pakistani woman, was looking for a replacement carer. The 

worker put in an application to a Fife agency and was met with the comment that it 

could take up to 6 months to get a carer because they assume that Pakistanis prefer 

carers from their own community. Mrs B previously had carers who were not from 

the Pakistani community, but she wanted female carers due to modesty issues. 

 

Lack of trust 

 

The team throughout their work have had to build up trust with the participants of the project 

and as we identified earlier, word of mouth is very powerful when it comes to working with 

older minority ethnic communities.  The workers, after gaining the trust of participants, were 

able to get them to access other initiatives and generic groups, which suggests that with the 

right support and access to information, minority ethnic communities will become more 

involved in the wider community and they will access support. 

A good example of this was when FCE opened its Festive Kindness Initiative, where 

any members of any of FCE project could apply for the scheme.  With the message 

being sent out to participants of the project and with the offer of support to complete 

the application. In fact, for the first time the ME60+ Project made the most 

applications for the Kindness scheme out of all FCE initiatives. 
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Digital exclusion 

 

Digital exclusion, including the lack of appropriate devices, confidence, and skills to 

use smartphones or tablets, left people excluded and isolated. 

COVID-19 highlighted that there are many people who remain disconnected from services 

because the devices they have are either old or damaged and, in some cases, people did 

not have any devices other than a landline.  

We found that some individuals were motivated to use the internet and digital devices, 

however, they lacked the knowledge to be able to use the internet. But with support from 

the team, some participants have been more engaged, and this has increased their 

confidence when using their devices and going online. 

With extra financial support from Fife Voluntary Action, we were able to provide 17 

participants with digital devices.  

The team offered technical support in appropriate languages and helped set up the devices 

using appropriate languages and application, such as WhatsApp.  These allowed 

participants to keep in contact with family and friends, helped the team maintain contact, 

and provided a platform for them to receive information. 

Mr D received a device from FCE and was assisted to set it up in his own language 

and appropriate apps were downloaded for him.  Mr D now keeps in touch with his 

family and we have regular contact with Mr D through WhatsApp. 

 

Unmet needs 

 

We encountered unmet needs on a variety of occasions, the main issue was that 

although services existed, they were not able to provide support, advice or 

information for older people with language barriers or cultural differences.  

In Fife there is one organisation that supports minority ethnic communities that is aimed at 

supporting people to gain employability skills and apply for benefits etc.  There is not a 

similar service for older minority ethnic communities in Fife and the role of the Operational 

Assistants has demonstrated that need. 

Befriending is a good example; we have had many requests for befrienders for participants. 

Fife has at least 11 organisations that provide befriending services.  We have not been able 

to get any of our participants a befriender due to the fact we aware of only one volunteer 

from local services to be from a minority ethnic community.  

Mrs G, is Spanish and has requested a befriender who knows the culture and speaks 

Spanish, we have been searching for a befriender for four weeks and are still 

looking. 

9 older women from the Pakistani community were looking for befrienders who knew 

their culture and could speak their language.  Again, we could not find anything, but 
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one of our team members has supported the women in setting up their own 

befriending group.  The women are now in touch with each other regularly via 

WhatsApp. 

 

What we learned 
 

Access to information 

• There is a lack of accessible information in languages other than English and the 

messages are complex and often contain irrelevant information.  When you deliver 

the information to individuals in short, relevant informal messages, the response is 

much better, and participants would ask more questions for more information when 

they needed it. 

• Older minority ethnic communities would access mainstream services and support 

by having a trusted point of contact.  It was important that workers responded quickly 

and offered to support individuals to access the advice and information when 

required. 

• Service providers need to reconsider interpreting/translation support because 

delaying appointments for certain groups can make the service users feel the 

services are not inclusive or accessible.  The delay could also have detrimental 

impact on the individuals.  It would be perceived that the individuals are being 

disadvantaged because they have a protected characteristic. 

• The messages, delivered by people the community trust, are much more effective. 

• Ensure that information is delivered in the appropriate tone and format. The 

communities prefer the use of short relevant messages in video, with both audio and 

text. 

• We found that engaging in a conversation with translated information with the older 

people made things easier; and people were more likely to ask questions and give 

workers an understanding about the false or mixed messages that are out there.  

This would mean we can work with relevant partners, to make sure they are aware of 

the misinformation being shared throughout minority ethnic communities and share 

accurate information. 

• Fife lacks a coordinated approach to engaging with minority ethnic 60+communities 

and therefore many cannot access information that would help them.  The team went 

a long way to bridging this gap and are now being contacted by individuals from 

communities.  Service providers are also now contacting FCE to help disseminate 

advice and information into minority ethnic communities. 

• Fifteen participants of our project are residents in a sheltered housing complex, who 

are supported by bilingual staff.  We found that those who are not resident in 

supported housing projects were in most need and very vulnerable.  They are also 

less trusting or less likely to know about or access support.  During this project, we 

felt those living in non-supported housing accommodation should be prioritised. 

• When individuals are being referred to services and need an interpreter/translator, 

having someone able to provide that support immediately would mean that people 
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are not put off getting support and they get the same response time as anyone else 

accessing the service. 

• The team dealt with many cases with many concerns such as, benefits issues, social 

care issues, health concerns, transport, translation etc.  Having the team working in 

partnership or acting as the link between individuals and many external agencies 

including, Self-Directed Support, Occupational Therapist, Citizen Advice, Fife 

Migrants’ Forum, helped speed up claims, resolved issues and made sure 

participants got the support they needed.  

 

Cultural Appropriate Food Parcels  

• We adopted a person-centred approach in how we distributed the culturally 

appropriate food parcels.  The participants chose their own ingredients and brands.  

We delivered the shopping to their home.  Though our method may incur a higher 

cost than the way traditional foodbanks operate, we learned that the older people 

from minority ethnic communities felt more valued and respected when they were 

provided with food that they would normally eat.   

• We have learned about many of the staple ingredients and the brands that different 

communities use.  This valuable information should be shared with those providing 

food parcels so the cultural dietary needs can be understood and accommodated.  

• Foodbanks would benefit from support when it comes to promoting donations of food 

to encourage donations of culturally appropriate ingredients and targeted promotion 

could be done with less generic supermarkets i.e., Chinese, Indian, Polish 

supermarkets etc. 

 

Service Provision 

• Volunteer and staff recruitment should be shared among minority ethnic communities 

to encourage diversity and enhance a service provider’s ability to meet the needs of 

everyone on Fife. 

• The lack of cultural awareness from service providers creates barriers for individuals 

and can put people off or make accessing support much more challenging. 

• Recruitment or volunteering opportunities should be available in accessible, 

translated formats.  For example, promoting volunteer befriending opportunities to 

minority ethnic 60+ communities would provide opportunities to people to be more 

involved in the community. 

• Enabling and supporting people with shared language and culture to develop social 

networks and peers for those 60+ would enhance the quality of life for individuals 

and reduce social isolation. 

• Sharing information with minority ethnic communities and providing the right support 

for individuals means they are more likely to access support, get involved in wider 

community initiatives and share their experiences with others. 

• Using the experience gained from this project and working in partnership with local 

organisations, we can improve services and support for minority ethnic communities. 

• As our population ages, so will our minority ethnic populations in Fife and the need 

for support is likely to increase.  There is a need to continue to make available the 
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support being offered by FCE ME60+ Project to these communities and ensure local 

services have the correct information, training and support to be more inclusive in 

their activities. 
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Recommendations 
 

1. The work of the project has provided support for older minority ethnic communities 

and helped improve the quality of life for many.  The project has been running for 6 

months initially and continued until March 2021.  The team have built the trust of 

older minority ethnic communities in Fife, delivered excellent support and this is 

reflected by the increase in referrals, requests for support and more complex cases.  

There is not an alternative in Fife to undertake this work and this makes the 

continuation of the project vital. 

 

2. The information and learning from this project should be compiled into a simplified 

step-by-step guidance and used to advise agencies about the types of approach and 

barriers they needed to understand to enable better engagement and outcomes for 

minority ethnic 60+ communities in Fife.  

 

3. The trust the project has built with minority ethnic communities is growing and the 

reach of the project now needs to be extended.  The project needs to be established 

to act as a main point of contact and link between service providers and 

communities. 

 

4. The learning from the project have created partnerships with local organisations to 

develop and deliver accessible and relevant information to older minority ethnic 

communities.  This work needs to continue and build on so organisations can 

improve their ability to communicate and engage with these communities. 

 

5. The project should have the ability to support local service providers become more 

inclusive in their practices, including support to recruit volunteers from minority ethnic 

communities and encourage donations of culturally appropriate ingredients to 

foodbanks etc. 

 

6. There is scope to extend the project’s reach into more remote areas of Fife. This 

could be done by partnership, working with and establishing referral systems with 

local organisations, GP clusters, Fife Health and Social Care Partnership, Fife 

Council as they are more likely to engage with more isolated individuals from 

minority ethnic communities. 

 

7. Provide support for participants interested in volunteering and promote volunteering 

opportunities. 
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Appendix 
 

Comments/Feedback from participants 

 

“This project is great. I am really satisfied with the services and I do not 

have to ask my daughter to take time off from her work because of my 

appointments.  All my appointments are in Kirkcaldy instead of 

Dunfermline which has made my life extremely easy.  I also know who to 

contact if I need to book transport for my appointments.  It would be ideal to 

have projects like this, so we know where to go and ask for support in our 

own language”.  Mrs Iqbal 

 

 

“To the caring people, Thank You, should not forget other 

older people who are not related to you when you support 

your elders, You did it” 

A Thank You card was given by Mrs To 

 

 

“I am incredibly happy; I can approach you to get the information whenever 

I need.  Many of my friends received required support from you.  We 

really hope this project continues”.  Mrs Ali  

 

“Good morning, I’m here to say thank you for the birthday present, I’m 

feeling grateful, thank you very much’.  Thank you so much for your help, 

once this pandemic is over, I will treat you for yum cha”.  Ms Tang, 

received the £20 from Festive Kindness Scheme 

 

“I am so happy that something is happening for ethnic minorities as well.  

Usually, it is hard to find information and not sure where to go for help.  

Now this problem as resolved, and I am feeling positive now”. Mrs S S. 

 

“Thank you so much for helping me and talked to me, very appreciate your 

kindness”. Mr Chan 
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“Thank you very much for your help, you are so kind reach out to 

the elderly”.  Mr F Chan 

 

 

“My Mum just joined this group and so far, it’s helpful and looking forward 

to get in touch in future as well”.  Ruksana Tahire (daughter) 

 

 “Thank you for the food parcel. My mum is very happy with it.”  Auxi 

 

“Thank you so much for your help.  A lot of people didn’t get back to me 

when I asked for support.”  Ms. A 

 

“Very appreciated’.  Ms Tang 

 

“Thank you for your help Ms Yi Mei’, Thank you very much Ms Yi Mei, for 

the caring, can I call you niece?”  Mr W.C. 

 

“Thank you so much for all your help. You are very kind. God bless 

you.”  Mr. F M. 

 

“Thank you for the food parcel.  I’ve not had Chinese food in ages.”  Ms. O 

L B. 

 

“Thank you so much for your help.  It’s amazing the support you have for 

minorities. We have to meet for coffee after the pandemic.”  Ms. P G. 

 

“Thank you very much for your help.”  Mr. G. 

 

“She is very thankful for our help.  She knows she can contact us if she 

needs help.  She said she was grateful that there is someone out there 

whom she can contact for help”.  Ms. S I. 
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Food Parcel Ingredients 
 

Chinese 

The topmost popular, of the culturally appropriate food and the Brands, 

within the Chinese community are: 

#1 The Oyster Sauce with the popular brand of Lee Kam Kee in a quantity of 510ml with 

17 clients requested the item. 

#2 The Soya Sauce with the popular brand of Lee Kee Kee in a quantity of 500ml with 

11 clients requested the item. 

#3 The Rice noodles with the popular brand of Yeo’s with 9 clients requested the item. 

#4 The Shrimp Egg Noodles with the popular brand of Sautao with 7 clients requested 

the item. 

#5 The Thai Fragrant Rice with the popular brands of Eagle Thai and Green Dragon 

with 6 and 5 clients requested the items respectively.  

#6 The Cooking Rice Wine with the popular brand of Silk Road with 5 clients requested 

the item. 

 

Type of foods  Top Preferred Brand Qua
ntity  

No of People 
Requested 

Rice wine (cooking wine) 紹

興米酒 
Silk Road 絲綢路 500

ml 
5 

Rice wine (cooking wine) 紹

興米酒 

Golden Swan 金天鵝紹興

酒 

500
ml 

1 

Rice wine (cooking wine) 紹

興米酒 

Wangzhihe 王致和料酒  

 
2 

Rice wine (cooking wine) 花

彫酒 

花彫酒 Huadiao Sa 

 
1 requested but 
unable to source 

Rice - Thai Jasmine 泰國香米 ATA Thai jasmine rice 雅大

牌泰國香米 

9kg 1 

Rice - Thai Fragrant泰國香米 Eagle Thai him Mali rice 鷹

牌泰國香米 

9.5k
g  

6 

Rice - Thai Fragrant 泰國香米 Eagle Thai Fragrant rice 鷹

牌泰國香米  

5kg 1 

Rice - Thai Fragrant 泰國香米 Eagle Thai Fragrant rice 鷹

牌泰國香米  

10kg 3 
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Rice - Thai Fragrant 泰國香米 Green Dragon 青龍 10kg 5 

Rice - Thai Jasmine 泰國茉莉

花 
ATA Thai jasmine rice 雅大

牌泰國香米 

4.5k
g  

1 

Rice - Thai Fragrant 泰國香米   1kg 1 

Sushi Rice 壽司米 

 
10kg 1 

Glutinous Rice 糯米 Eagle Thai 鷹牌 5kg 3 

Sesame oil 麻油 Amoy （小磨麻油） 

 
1 

Sesame oil 麻油 Yeo's 香麻油 375
ml 

1 

Soya sauce 鼓油 Lee Kum Kee 李錦記生抽 500
ml 

11 

Soya sauce 老抽鼓油 (Dark) Lee Kum Kee 李錦記老抽 500
ml 

1 

Japanese Soya sauce 日本鼓

油 

KKM 萬字 1L 3 

Soya sauce 鼓油 Pear River Bridge Light 

Soya 珠江生抽王 

 
2 

Oyster sauce 蠔油 Lee Kun Kee 李錦記 510g 17 

Oyster sauce 老装蠔油 Lee Kun Kee 李錦記 327g 2 

Dried mushroom 冬菇 East Asia 東亞冬菇  500g 2 

Rice noodles 米粉 Kong Moon 江門米粉  

 
6 

Rice noodles 米粉 Yeo's 星洲米粉 （楊協成）

協成 

 
9 

Egg noodles 蛋麵 Longdon Egg Noodles 
(Thin) 

 
3 

Egg noodles 蛋麵 Longdon Egg Noodles 
(Thick) 

 
1 

Egg noodles 蛋麵 Sautao Shrimps egg 

noodles 蝦子麵（壽桃） 

 
7 

Thin Egg noodles炒底幼蛋麵 

(Box) 

Sailboat 帆船牌 7k 2 

Chicken Feet 雞腳 Gold Dragon 金龍 1kg 1 

Duck Feet 鴨腳 Cherry 櫻桃 1kg 1 

Fish Balls 魚蛋 Wayon 惠康 200g 1 

Rice Flour 粘米粉 Foo Lung 富隆 450g  1 

Dried Chestnuts 栗子 

  
1 

Dried Hawthorn山楂 ZKD 1kg 1 

Dried Hawthorn山楂 East Asia 東亞 200g 1 
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Dried plum 梅 SweetHouse 甜心屋 160g 1 

Fermented Red bean curd 

(Tin)南乳 
Dali 達利 397g 3 

Yellow Bean Sauce 磨豉醬 Tung Chun 同珍 454g 1 

Chinese Marinade 滷水汁 Lee Kum Kee 李錦記 410
ml 

1 

Rose Wine玫瑰露 Gold Star 金星 

 
2 

Chu Hou Paste柱侯醬 May Chun 美珍 368g 1 

Instant Noodles 方便麵 Nissin 出前一丁 100g 4 

Instant Noodles 棒棒麵 Nissin 出前一丁 

 
1 

Brown Rice糙米 Yumenishiki 日本夢錦 1kg 2 

Brown Rice糙米 Thai 泰國 5kg 1 

Fried ToFu 炸豆腐泡 

 
200g 2 

Cheung Fan 腸粉 

  
1 

Chinese Sausage 臘腸 Hung Fung 恆豐 

 
1 

Chinese Sausage 臘腸 Canada Wing Wing 榮榮 375g 3 

Brown Sugar pieces冰片糖 FKF 富貴花 454g 2 

Yellow Rock Sugar 黃冰糖 Yangtse River 長冮 

 
1 

Yellow Rock Sugar 黃冰糖 Tai Ku 太古 400g 3 

Yellow Bean Sauce 磨豉醬 Tung Chun 同珍 454g 1 

Dried Bean Sheet 腐竹片 Shan Bean 三邊腐竹 200g 1 

Pig Feet 猪脚 

  
1 

Chicken Stock powder 雞粉 Knorr 家樂牌 900g 1 

Corn Starch 鹰粟粉 Knorr 家樂牌 

 
1 

Blackbean 豆豉 Great Harvest Press 豐滿

堂 

 
2 

Sui Mai 燒賣  St Anny's 超群 

 
2 

Lotus Bun 蓮容包 Superior 超級 

 
1 

Lotus Bun 蓮容包 RG 美膳 310g
m 

1 

Black sesame Bun 麻容包 F Asia 芝麻 390g
m  

1 

Char Sui Bao 叉燒包 SanPan 舢舨 

 
2 

Char Sui Bao 叉燒包 St Anny's 超群 270g
m 

1 

Dried Lotus Seeds 蓮子 East Asia 東亞 200g
m 

1 
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Dried Lotus Pedals 百合 Golden Lily 金百合  100g 1 

Dried Goji Berries 杞子 East Asia 東亞 200g
m 

1 

Peanuts 花生 Heera  375g
m 

1 

Dried Black Beans 黑豆 Golden Lily 金百合  500g  2 

Thick Rice Noodles 沙河粉 

  
2 

Dace Fish in salted b. bean 

豆鼓鯪魚 
YJX 魚家香 

 
1 

White Turnip 白罗白 

  
2 

Purple Sweet Potatoes 紫薯 

  
1 

Choi Sum 菜心 

  
2 Requested but 
unable to source 

Fish Cake 魚片 Wayon 惠康 200g
m 

1 

Fish Balls (cuttlefish) 墨魚蛋 Wayon 惠康 

 
1 

Durian Biscuits 榴槤餅干 Garden 嘉頓 

 
1 

Pickle Cabbage 雪菜 (Tin) Fuxing 福星 200g
m 

1 

Adzuki Beans 赤小豆 east Asia 東亞 

 
1 

Soya Bean 黃豆 East Asia 東亞 500g
m 

1 

Pak Choi 白菜 

  
2 

Taro (frozen Slice) 芋頭冰片 Vietnam 越南 1kg 1 

Ginger 
  

1 

Beef Brisket 牛腩 

  
2 

Fried noodles Thin 越南蛋 麵 Longdan Egg Noodles 
(Thin)  

 
1 

Dehydrated Cole 白菜乾 YCL 永昌隆 

 
1 

Box of Nissan Ramen (beef) 

出前一丁牛肉麵 一箱 
Nissan 出前一丁 

 
1 

Salted Mustard 甜梅菜芯 Kui Fat MCL 鉅發萬昌隆 400g 1 

Cookies Egg rolls 蛋卷 Eulong 元朗 150g 1 

Cordyceps flower 蟲草花 Great Harvest Press 豐滿

堂 

140g 1 
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Pakistani 

The topmost popular, of the culturally appropriate food and the Brands, 

within the Pakistani community are: 

#1 The Halal lamb mince with 16 clients requested the item. 

#2 The Halal lamb meat with 13 clients requested the item. 

#3 The Fresh Halal chicken (set of 3) with 12 clients requested the item. 

#4 The Basin (gram Flour) with the popular brand of TRS in a quantity of 2KG with 9 

clients requested the item.  

#5 The Masoor ki Dal (Asian lentil) with the brand of TRS in a quantity of 2KG with 8 

clients requested the item. 

#6 The Chana Dal (Asian lentil) with the brand of TRS in a quantity of 1KG with 6 clients 

requested the item. 

 

Type of Food  Top Preferred 
Brand  

Quantity No of People 
Requested 

Fresh chicken boneless 
(HALAL) 

 
2 KG 1 

Basin (GRAM FLOUR) TRS 2 KG 9 

Chana dal (Asian lentil) TRS 1 KG 6 

Olive oil TRS 3L 3 

Samolina fine TRS 1.5KG 2 

Fresh green chillies (made 
in Pakistan) 

 
KG 3 

Dry coriander  TRS 800 G 1 

Cumin EAST END 100 G 1 

Kaley mash (lentil type) TRS 500 g 1 

Lamb meat (Halal) 
 

KG 13 

Lamb mice (Halal) 
 

KG 16 

Chicken mince (Halal) 
 

KG 4 

Fresh halal chicken (set of 
3) 

 
(3 whole medium 
chickens) 

12 

Fresh halal chicken (set of 
5) 

 
(5 whole baby 
chickens) 

4 

Tenday (fresh veg import 
from Pakistan)  

 
2kg 1 

Masoor ki Dal (Asian lentil) TRS 2kg 8 

Mash ki dal (Asian lentil) TRS 2kg 4 

Egg plant (Pakistani) 
 

2kg 1 requested but 

unable to source  

Chicken wings (halal) 
 

2kg 1 

Minced frozen ginger 
cubes 

Shan  
 

1 
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Minced frozen garlic cubes Shan  
 

1 

Dry milk powder Heera 
 

1 

Garlic chilli sauce  Heera 
 

1 

Basmati Rice Laila 5kg 2 

Chukki Atta elephant 10kg 2 

Mung Daal TRS 2kg 1 

Butter  Lurpak 
 

2 

Lady finger 
 

1kg 2 

Green chillies 
 

500 g 1 

Ghee 
 

500g 1 

Atta Laila 10kg 3 

SAABAT MUNG DAAL TRS 2kg 1 

Almonds TRS 500g 1 

Dry fruit TRS 500g 1 

Ma washed daal TRS 1kg 1 

Ghee Pakiza 500g 1 

Basmati Rice Pearl 5kg 1 

Pistachio Tyca 500g 1 

Deggi mirch powder Shan 500g 1 

Coriander powder TRS 500g 1 

Fresh vegetable 
 

500g 1 

Yoghurt Pakeeza 2kg 1 

Brown Lentil Peer 
 

2 

Urid Daal TRS 
 

2 

Kisha Roasted Gram Salte 
  

1 

Aytac walnut 
  

1 

Aytac almono 
  

1 

Red lentils 
  

4 

Medium chapatti flour 
  

1 

Lamb chops 
  

1 

Chopped boned lamb 
meat. 

  
1 

 

 

The topmost popular, of the culturally appropriate food and the Brands, 

within the Romanian, Italian, Spanish, Gypsy Traveller and Syrian 

communities are: 

 

Gypsy Traveller  

 

Type of foods  Top Preferred Brand Quantity  No of People 
Requested 

Chopped tomatoes  ASDA 400g 3 
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Tuna chunks in brine  John West 4*145g 580g 3 

Scotch broth ASDA 400g 3 

Peeled plum tomatoes  ASDA 400g 3 

Vegetable oil Crisp'n Dry 2l 3 

Table salt ASDA 750g 3 

Dried Red Lentils  GREAT SCOT 500g 3 

Spaghetti ASDA 500g 3 

Dry Rice  ASDA 1kg 3 

Fusilli ASDA 500g 3 

Egg noodles  ASDA 250g 3 

Pasta Penne ASDA 500g 3 

Instant coffee ASDA 200g 3 

 

Italian 

 

Type of foods  Top Preferred Brand Qua
ntity  

No of People 
Requested 

Speck (sausage) Negrone 100g 1 

Mortadella 
(sausage) 

Mortadella Stella D`Oro Negroni 150gr 150g 1 requested but 
unable to source 

Scarmoza 
(smoked cheese) 

Treccione Kilo 300g 1 

Carne in scatola 
(canned meat) 

3X Simmenthal Meat in Jelly 3x90g 
100% Italian Meat Jellied Beef 

1 1 

Salamino dolce 
(sweet salami) 

Negronetto 100g 1 

Provolino dolce 
(sweet cheese) 

Valvona&Crolla's own brand 100g 1 

 

Romanian 

 

Type of foods  Top Preferred 
Brand 

Quantit
y  

No of People 
Requested 

Bulion (Romanian tomato paste)  Raureni 400g 1 requested but 
unable to source 

Branza telemea (Romanian salty 
cheese) 

Hochland  340g 1 requested but 
unable to source 

Cas (Romanian cheese) Tudia 400g 1 requested but 
unable to source  

Mustar (Romanian mustard) Bunica 350g 1 

Malai (corn flour) Arpis 1kg 2 

Branza de vaci (Romanian 
cottage cheese) 

PIATNICA (Polish 
brand) 

250g 2 
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Drojdie (yeast for cooking) Drozdze (Polish 
brand) 

100g 2 

Muraturi (pickled vegetables) Raureni or Olympia  450g 2 

Varza murata (pickled cabbage)  (generic brand) 1kg 1 

Pate (Romanian pork pate) Ardealul 200g 1 

Bors (soup souring liquid)  EDMAI (Polish 
brand) 

0.5l 1 

Fasole (Bob Mare)  Deroni 900g 1 

 

Spanish 

 

Type of foods  Top Preferred Brand Qua
ntity  

No of People 
Requested 

Rustic Biscuits Galletas Cuetara Campurriana 
500g 

500g 1 

Crema Catalana Flavoured 
Turron 

Turrón de Crema Catalana El 
Artesano 

200g 1 

Crunchy Chocolate Turron Turrón de Chocolate Crujiente 
El Artesano 

200g 1 

Figuras de Mazapan Marzipan Figures El Artesano 100g 1 

Sliced Iberian Salchichon 
Acorn Feed 

Salchichón Iberico de Bellota 
En Lochas 

100g 1 

Green Pitted Manzanilla 
Olives 

Aceitunas Manzanilla Verdes 
Sin Hueso La Tortola  

370g 1 

Dry pinta beans Judias pintas secas La 
Asturiana 

500g 1 

Dry blanco lechoso chickpea Garbanzo blanco lechoso seco 500g 1 

BBQ Fresh Spicy Chorizo 
Pincho 100% Natural 

Chorizo Picante Pincho 250g 1 

 

Syrian 

 

Type of foods  Top Preferred Brand Quantity  No of People Requested 

Tahini  Alshaan's own brand  400g 1 

Minced lamb  Alshaan's own brand  1kg 1 

Small whole 
chicken 

Alshaan's own brand  1unit 1 

Zattar (mixed 
spices)  

Alshaan's own brand  400g 1 

Ful medames Maqbools Supermarket's 
own brand 

400g  1 
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